
TETHYS MID SIZED MOON OF SATURN DISCOVERED

Tethys (or Saturn III) is a mid-sized moon of Saturn about 1, km ( mi) across. It was discovered by G. D. Cassini in and
is named after the titan.

Template:Sfn Still, present knowledge of the evolution of Tethys is very limited. Voyager 2 also discovered
the Odysseus crater. This began with the arrival of the Voyager spacecraft to the Cronian system in , which
resulted in the discovery of three additional moons â€” Atlas, Prometheus, and Pandora â€” bringing the total
to  Like all other regular moons of Saturn, Tethys is believed to have formed from the Saturnian sub-nebula
â€” a disk of gas and dust that surrounded Saturn soon after its formation. Diameter comparison of the
Saturnian moon Tethys, Moon, and Earth. The surface of Hyperion is covered with numerous impact craters,
most of which are 2 to 10 km in diameter. Template:Sfn The observations of plasma in the vicinity of Tethys
demonstrated that it is a geologically dead body producing no new plasma in the Saturnian magnetosphere.
Template:Sfn More non-targeted flybys are planned for the solstice mission in â€” This ice is also very
reflective, which makes Tethys the second-brightest of the moons of Saturn, after Enceladus. The ocean would
have frozen after the moons escaped from the resonance. Template:Sfn Tethys was the most fully imaged
Saturnian satellite by the Voyagers. This group is also sometimes referred to as the Phoebe group, due to the
presence of a single larger moon in the group â€” which measures km in diameter. Mimas km in diameter is
probably the same age as Enceladus. With a diameter of km and a mass of 0. These moons â€” Methone,
Anthe, and Pallene â€” are named after the Alkyonides of Greek mythology, are located between the orbits of
Mimas and Enceladus, and are among the smallest moons around Saturn. The trailing hemisphere gets
increasingly red and dark as the anti-apex of motion is approached. Discovery and Naming: Prior to the
invention of telescopic photography, eight of Saturn's moons were observed using simple telescopes.
Template:Sfn Ithaca Chasma is older than Odysseus. From this data, multiple moonlets and the moons of
Daphnis and Anthe have been confirmed. The tiny moon Helene, just 43km across. Only Odysseus crater has
a central depression resembling a central pit. I think it is still worth looking. This challenges our understanding
of the ages of moons in general and raises many new questions. Exploration: Tethys has been approached by
several space probes in the past, including Pioneer 11 , Voyager 1 and Voyager 2  C Bond and G. The
majority of Dione's surface is heavily cratered old terrain, with craters that measure up to km in diameter.
Rhea also has two very large impact basins on its anti-Saturnian hemisphere â€” the Tirawa crater similar to
Odysseus on Tethys and an as-yet unnamed crater â€” that measure and km across, respectively. They are a
few kilometres wide and several hundred kilometres long. Its size and mass also mean that it is the
16th-largest moon in the Solar System, and more massive than all known moons smaller than itself combined.
There are also a number of tectonic features such as chasmata and troughs. Tethys in fiction. Check out this
article from Solar Views , and this one from Nine Planets. Large geysers have also been observed in the
southern polar region that periodically release plumes of water ice, gas and dust which replenish Saturn's E
ring. The second largest, Ymir, measures 18 km across. Is this a chunk of debris from a violent collision m
years ago? These moons are all composed primarily of water ice, and are believed to be differentiated into a
rocky core and an icy mantle and crust. Fast Summary Facts About Tethys! Template:Sfn The density of
impact craters varies across the surface of Tethys. Essentially, the moon is an ovoid, tan-colored body with an
extremely porous surface which resembles a sponge. This allows scientists to establish a relative chronology
for Tethys.


